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Abstract: - A vast numberof malware is packed by packers. Obfuscation tools are not only cost effective and 
readily available but also provide an effective camouflage to malware code. Unpacking and analyzing the 
malicious code may appear aoptimum solution to this problem; but provided with gigantic number of malware 
being released every single day, this is not a tranquil peace of work for security companies and researchers. In 
this paper we aim to provide a comprehensive summary of packer problem with practical demonstration of their 
effectiveness and we will be reviewing various generic techniques to handle this problem.  
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1 Introduction 
Type of malware includes malicious programs such 
as stuxnet, flame, mydoom, bots, worms, spyware, 
rootkits, viruses, torjan horses, adware etc. 

Viruses spread across normally during execution 
of any program, software or transferring documents. 
Worms are stand alone software normally affects 
computer during booting process.  Torjan horses are 
manually attached to the piece of software, which 
forces user to install unnecessary software. 
Backdoor allows user to enter server or any main 
program by passing normal authentication process. 
Spyware collects and distributes information about 
users access pattern. Exploit allows users to use 
secured devices by weakening security attributes. 
Rootkit is type of backdoors, which hides 
attacker/hacker traces once user logs into the system. 

The main features for malware detection and 
prevention are security, safety, stealth and 
sustainability. These are explained briefly in this 
section. 

Security: Since the framework is used for 
security analysis the platform should not be victim 
for such security attacks. Components of the 
framework have to be managed in secure manner. 

Safety: With the framework users handle various 
malicious files on the platform this may cause 
unexpected incident. Especially for the dynamic 
analysis process the framework would run the 
captured malicious program and this process should 
not cause any unwanted damage to innocent 

network users. Particularly network access from the 
host that runs malware should be separated and 
should be controlled in a way any harmful network 
traffic does not go out. 

Stealth: Once the framework is deployed on the 
Internet due to its nature of the system attacker may 
be able to identify the existence or activities of the 
platform. To minimize unnecessary risks the 
behaviour of the system should not be very 
disrupting so the program especially network access 
from the malware need to be handled with care. 

Sustainability: Since counter malware activity is 
continuous process of keeping acquiring new 
specimens, storing acquired malware to database, 
analysis of specimen, generating signature for 
detection and reporting. As new malwares are 
always created thus this process cannot be stopped. 
The framework should be operable in continuous 
manner. 

Section 2 outlines features of stuxnet malware. 
Section 3 outlines flame malware and MyDoom 
malware and it’sobfuscation is explained in section 
4. Obfuscation can also be applied to stuxnet and 
flame malwares and conclusion in section 5 gives 
the future work on this process.  
 
2 Stuxnet Malware 
Stuxnet is the first malicious threat targeting 
industrial control system such as gas pipeline, power 
plant etc [1]. It has mainly four features: command 



 

 

and control, multiple propagation methods, stolen 
VeriSign driver certificate, and a root kit [1]. 

Stuxnet is primarily designed to corrupt Siemens 
(S7-315 and S7-417) and predicted that in future it 
might also corrupt the hard-coded passwords of the 
Siemens step 7 software. According to Information 
Technology Council of Iran’s Industry and Mines 
Ministry, Iran had identified that IP addresses of 
30000 industrial computer system were infected 
since September 25th, 2010.  

 
2.1 Basic Characteristics of Stuxnet 
Stuxnet includes four main files, such as .LNK file, 
~WTR4141.tmp, ~WTR4132.tmp, encoded 
payload.dll with a selection of different files such 
as .dll, .exe, .dat, .sys, .tmp [2]. These files are all 
packed in a .dll file, which is known as UPX 
packed .dll file, also free, portable, and executable 
in fraction of time and are available in different 
extensible formats. The ultimate goal of stuxnet is to 
interrupt the systems by reprogramming 
programmable logic controller (PLC) so that 
attackers can easily take control of PLCs [3]. 
Stuxnet  is also designed to transfer data about 
production lines from the industrial plants of Iran to 
the outside location [4]. 

The stuxnet malware can be spread via CD, flash 
memory (USB) in the PLC of industrial control 
system(ICS). There are very rare chances that 
industrial control system are connected directly to 
the internet and each PLC is configured with the 
unique properties. The attacker can gain the 
knowledge about the design documents of ICS with 
the help of Employee’s (insider) of the company or 
they can gain the knowledge from the earlier version 
of Stuxnet.  

Using zero-day liabilities or multiple zero-day 
vulnerabilities, stuxnet uses local area network 
(LAN) to spread across other computers a shown in 
Fig. 1.  

It uses special method to load a .dll file by 
bypassing behavior blocking and host intrusion 
protection based technologies that monitor load 
library calls.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Spreading of Stuxnet 

 
Once stuxnet enters into intranet, it updates its 

definition with the use of download server [5]. If 
there is any previous version of stuxnet presence in 
intranet, new stuxnet stimulates it and spreads in 
PLC of ICS [6]. For the installation purpose, stuxnet 
verifies administrative privileges on the system. If it 
does not have already, it tries to attain privileges by 
using one of the two zero vulnerabilities. It verifies 
the detail configuration of the ICS for an appropriate 
target. Once stuxnet installs, it will gather 
information about negotiation, system etc and sends 
these details to the attacker/hacker via http. 

 
 

3 Flame Malware 
Flame is the most sophisticated computer malware 
ever seen by the industry[7]. Flame, also known as 
w32.Flame.skywiper and is designed to steal 
different databases. A distinct functionality is used 
by flame malware is “Audio Spying” that can record 
audio, screenshots and can monitor keyboard 
activities and network traffic. For example flame 
has capabilities of keeping the records of Skype 
conversation by detecting and recognizing a 
microphone on the infected computer.  

 
Fig. 2 Flame Auto Run 

 
Flame malware can then transferred 

recorded information to the server which could be 



 

 

beginning point of the malware to respond [8]. It 
does have lot of similarities with other malware 
such as stuxnet and Duqu as shown in Fig. 2. Flame 
is 20 times bigger that stuxnet in terms of code and 
complexity. Like stuxnet, flame also uses local area 
network (LAN) or intranet or USB stick to spread in 
different systems. Unlike stuxnet, flame is not only 
used to affect Industrial Controller System, but also 
to individuals, educational institutes and businesses. 
Although stuxnet and flame are using different 
programming languages and application 
architectures, but features are common in terms of 
spreading, using similar securities, vulnerabilities, 
affecting system and also the use of hacking 
techniques/algorithms that are not used anywhere 
else.  
 

 
Fig. 3 Flame Code 

 
After analyses in detail, researchers 

identified similarities in functions of the flame and a 
version of stuxnet released in 2009 as shown in Fig. 
3. Flame has capabilities to clean all the traces of 
viruses from the system using “kill” command. It 
has capacity to steal or alter electronic documents as 
well. 
 
 
4 Obfuscation of MyDoom Malware 
Obfuscation is a ubiquitous feature of present day 
malware. Because obfuscation hardens the 
complexity of a program for reverse engineering 
analysis and changes the signatures of the program 
it is a prevalent choice of malware authors. There 
are three common obfuscation techniques junk 
insertion, code reordering and packing. Packing is 

the dominant method. Malware authors today rely 
heavily on packers. 

The percentage of new malware that is 
packed is on the rise; from 29% in 2003 to 35% in 
2005 to almost 80% of current day malware is 
packed [9]. Packers work by compressing a program 
and then wrapping it with a decompression utility as 
a single executable code. To make it more complex, 
encryption is used. 1st solution that comes to mind 
for packer problem is to unpack the packed code, 
reverse engineer it and then do the malicious code 
analysis. However, it is hard to know and implement 
the defense for all packers and unpackers. As per a 
major security and antivirus company there exists at 
least 2000 variants of packers in more than 200 
families of which they could identify the unpacker 
code in nearly 1200 packers spread among 150 
families. Effectively, packer code was available for 
800 members in 110 families only. Hence, there is 
still a backlog of 1200 members among 90 families 
[10]. This number increases day by day, as new 
packers are released and existing packer’s code is 
modified to reuse. 

Several variants of a malware are 
distributed using different packers resulting in 
different signatures every time a malware is out in 
the field. In following sections we will further 
explore this with use of MyDoom worm, also 
known as W32.MyDoom@mm, Novarg and 
Mimail.R. This is a mailing worm family spread via 
email and P2P networks. Once entered in to a 
computer system it opens the backdoors for other 
malicious codes allowing the attacker access to 
infected system. Some variants were also used for 
DDOS attacks. However, scope of this paper is not 
to explore the functionalities of MyDoom worm, 
rather being a very successful malware we have 
used three of its variants packed with different 
packers. When analyzed all three resulted into 
different signatures and analysis. MyDoom malware 
is analysed using three different signature 
techniques: Armadillo, InstallShield and UPX. 

 
4.1 Malware packing and effectiveness 
Given a malware variant M such as MyDoom 
processed through a packer P such as Armadillo, 
generates an obfuscated malicious code PM; this 
makes reverse engineering analysis and signature 
based detection more difficult. 

M±P = PM 
Where, 
M = Malware 
P =  Packer 
PM = Packed Malware 



 

 

With this approach M gives a signature ‘A’ while 
PM Gives a Signature ‘B’. 

If there are n variants of a malware M such as 
M1, M2, M3……….Mn and each generates a 
signature S Then nremains constant and there will 
be nnumber of signatures such as S1, S2, S3……Sn. 
The main problem with signature based detection 
method is that it requires strict code analysis and 
manual intervention. These signatures can easily be 
bypassed as and when new signatures are created 
plus the increasing size of signature repository 
becomes an issue with growing number of malware 
being released in the wild everyday [9].  

Before we proceed to test the effectiveness of 
packers we need to understand how packers work. 
Packers at a high level observation have four 
functional mechanisms compression, protection, 
encryption and bundling. Different packers use one 
or all of these methods where either a file is simply 
compressed to reduce the size with no concentration 
to avoid unpackingor it is both encrypted and 
obfuscated to prevent access to original file. Some 
use protection by combining both of the above 
mentioned methods and there exists bundles as well 
which are self-contained and package multiple files 
together as a single executable file.  

Three examples we have used in this paper are 
well known. They are UPX, InstallShield and 
Armadillo. To better understand the functionality of 
a PE file and a packer we refer to figures from Scott 
and Mian [12] comparing a normal executable vs. a 
packed executable. A packer packs and secures the 
original code with unpacking code that is used at the 
time of execution. This is called stub code. Original 
code remains hidden and hence hiding its signatures 
and identity as the packed code will generate new 
signature. Analysis with My Doom Worm is as 
follows. 

For further analysis our first MyDoom variant 
“Email-Worm.Win32.Mydoom.b” is packed with 
UPXFreak V0.1 -> HMX0101. When analyzed, we 
found following results. 

 

 
 

 
Where SHA is Secured Hash Algorithm, MD 5 is 

Message Digest. Second variant is packed with 
“InstallShield 2000” resulting as per following. 
 

 

 
Next variant is packed with “Armadillo V1.71” 

and analysis resulted as follows. 

 
 

 
The examples shown above are for same 

malware packed with different packers. 
Correspondingly they all have resulted different 
signatures. This concludes that packers provide an 
effective camouflage to malware. Although benign 
software uses packers to compress the size of their 
code and to make their code more safe from 



 

 

cracking but their number in application is very less 
as compared to malware.    
 
4.2 Packed malware solutions 
Two broad categories of solution are in use for 
existing packer problem. (1) To manually reverse 
engineer the packed binaries and create unpackers 
for all known existing packers (2) To keep doing 
malware analysis and adding signatures of know 
malware and families to AV databases.  

Both of these methods are not generic and need 
high level of reverse engineering and assembly 
language skills. They are also time consuming and 
does not stand tall against zero day malware. There 
is no effective generic unpacker and signature to the 
new and existing obfuscated malware. There are 
static and dynamic analysis approaches in use. Static 
analysis of a packed malware is safe, effective and 
portable but is not generic. It entails significant 
investment of time and efforts by highly skilled 
engineers. Looking at the history of malware growth 
this investment seems to be keep growing at a fast 
dynamic rate. On the other hand dynamic analysis 
on a VM or an emulator is less effective because 
new malware are smart enough to recognize the 
presence of an emulator or VM. They come loaded 
with anti-emulating techniques. Also there is no 
black and white line or a heuristic method to decide 
the benchmarks of dynamic analysis.  

Now we are facing challenge of Zero day 
malware; plus old malware and packers never die 
they just get reinvented. In this situation we need an 
out of box thinking fight against obfuscated 
malware. 
 
 
5 Conclusion 
Malware code obfuscation is an effective method 
used by majority of malware authors to avoid 
detection from antivirus software and harden reverse 
engineering analysis to hide the true nature of their 
code from researchers. Because signature-based 
malware detection mechanism rely on byte code 
sequence, it is very easy for malware authors to 
change the byte code sequence and hence change 
the malware signature using tools like packers. 
 Our future work will be on analyzing 
stuxnet and flame malware using reverse 
engineering methods. 
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